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President’s Message 


SITE Canada office: 
6700 Century Ave, Ste. 100 
Mississauga, ON L5N 6A4  

T: 905.812.7483 
F: 905.567.7191 

SITElines is published five times a year to keep you informed of what’s 
happening in Canada and around the world, what’s new, upcoming 
events and linkages to members and other SITE Global Chapters. 


Please contact Melaya Horsten, Director of Communications with 
feedback, suggestions or comments to melaya@ignitemag.ca 

SITElines’ flip book is fueled by 

SITE Canada Newsletter Issue 1

March 27, 2018

Increasing your Membership ROI in 2018 

by Diane Alexander, SM+i/Strategic Meetings + Incentives, a division of Vision Travel 


2018 is upon us and I am pleased to return as your President for a second year! 2017 
was a fantastic year in which we accomplished so many great things, and 2018 
promises to be full of success as well. We have welcomed a new Board of Directors 
with many new faces, and I am very excited with what we have in store for our 
chapter. This year’s Board includes the following dynamic group of people: 


Immediate Past President 

John Crowe, Metracon Travel Group Inc. 


President Elect 

Gabrielle Spanton, Hosts Global Alliance 


Vice President Finance 

Joanne Hall, Four Seasons Hotel 
Vancouver 


Vice President At Large 

Joanne Keating, Meridican Incentive 
Consultants 


Director Education 

Rebecca Alexander, Meetings and 
Conventions Prince Edward Island 


Director Sponsorship 

Heidi Baillie-David, Meridican Incentive 
Consultants 


Director Chapter Meetings 

Suzanne Cowley, Larco Hospitality 


Director Social 

Debbie Cotton-Burinski, Cantrav Services 
Inc. 


Director Golf 

Joeanne Comisso, VIA Rail Canada 


Director Membership 

Melanie Cook, MGM Resorts International 


Director Communications 

Melaya Horsten, Ignite Magazine 
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Wednesday, April 18 


SITE Canada Members Only at 
the Art Gallery of Ontario 


Tuesday, May 8 


SITE Canada Halifax Meeting 


Wednesday, June 6 


SITE Canada Summer Social 


Monday, August 13 


SITE Canada Golf Tournament 


Wednesday, September 26 


SITE Canada September 
Chapter Meeting 


Wednesday, November 7 


SITE Canada Education Day 


Wednesday, November 14 


SITE Canada Vancouver 
Meeting 


Wednesday, December 12 


SITE Canada Holiday Social 


 


Our board evaluated the results of last year’s member survey in order to determine 
how best to serve our members and continue the years of success that came before 
us. After considering the feedback from the survey, the Board has determined that 
2018 will be the year in which we help our members increase the ROI on their 
membership. In order to achieve this objective, we have undertaken many initiatives 
beyond the events we plan that will provide value and education to our members. 
Some of these initiatives include: 


	 •	 Exclusive, members-only events 

	 •	 Enhanced and improved networking opportunities at the events we  

host 

	 •	 Satellite educational and networking events in Vancouver and Halifax 

	 •	 Providing education on the resources available to our members  

outside of our own chapter including tools available from the global  
organization and the SITE Foundation 


	 •	 New content in our SITElines newsletter that will include more articles  
about industry trends, policies and news 


	 •	 Creating new ways for our members to connect with members in  
other chapters 


	 •	 A sibling partnership with SITE Ireland to learn how to assist our  
supplier members in increasing their ROI (SITE Ireland is 87% supplier 
based and very successful). Read further in SITELines to learn more 
about this partnership.  

In addition to the items above, SITE Canada, with the support of the SITE 
Foundation, is very excited to partner with Meetings + Incentive Travel magazine on 
their annual Travel Market Survey this year. We will be co-sponsoring the survey and 
hosting an educational session to discuss the results at Incentive Works in August. 
SITE members will have a special registration code to sign up for this event. 

 
The Board of Directors is looking forward to working with our members this year and 
we welcome your participation. In 2017 we had over 60% of our members active on 
committees which contributed to the success of the year. We are always looking for 
new volunteers and encourage our members to get involved, that is a sure fire way 
of increasing your membership ROI! 

 
As I encouraged everyone at our Annual General Meeting in February, take a step 
outside your comfort zone this year and try something that you haven’t done before. 
Join a committee, consider running for the Board, or simply find new ways to make 
your membership work for you. We can all grow together, you just have to take the 
leap!  
I look forward to seeing you at our fantastic events this year!


 ~Diane  

SITE Canada  
Calendar of Events

President Diane Alexander receiving 

SITE Canada’s Chapter Award for 


Education Excellence in Rome. 


Photo: ECO DMS and One Happy Photographer 
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Membership Checklist

by Melaya Horsten, Ignite


Are you making the most of your SITE membership? Joining 
SITE means being part of a global family dedicated to 
incentive travel excellence. We meet together, learn together 
and do business together. 


Here’s a handy checklist to make sure you’re taking 
advantage of all the incredible resources and career building 
opportunities available through SITE membership. 


Please note: Many of the resources can only be accessed with 

your SITE membership ID so please have this handy to log in! 

Click on the headers for more information.  

SITE Canada Live Events 
Meet up with members of the incentive travel community 
through local Canadian-based events in Toronto, Vancouver 
and Halifax this year! Get to know one another better, learn 
together and grow your business. 


SITE Global Conference 
Build your international connections at global industry trade 
show meet up events and at SITE Global Conference, a 
three-day international gathering of the industry’s best with 
the highest level of professional education held in a different 
incentive destination each year. 


The new Motivate Hub 
A portal of insightful commentary and view points on topics 
that matter to incentive travel planners and industry 
suppliers. It is a compilation gathered to inform and inspire, 
fuelled by the SITE Foundation. 


The new SITE Knowledge Centre 
An online learning portal that serves as a repository for 
training, learning resources and job tools.


SITE Foundation Research 
Did you know SITE Foundation is constantly releasing 
studies and white papers to make the case for incentive 
travel? The purpose of the foundation is to gather and 
publish compelling content that informs business 
professionals of the bold results incentive travel produces. 
Use this content to provide solid data to clients on why 
incentive travel matters and your role in that equation. 


SITElines 
SITE Canada’s bi-monthly newsletter keeping you up-to- 
date on chapter news and trending conversations within our 
country’s incentive community. 


Check out previous issues here >  sitecanada.org


Global Directory 
SITE members are serious about incentive travel. You can 
feel confident using the SITE member list as a direct 
resource for industry experts around the globe. 


Awards & Recognition 
SITE Canada’s ICE Award aims to recongize innovative, 
incentive excellence by Canadian companies. The Crystal 
Awards Program hosted by SITE global recognizes the most 
outstanding incentive programs from around the world. 


Professional Certification 
SITE offers an opportunity to formalize your specialization 
through an accreditation program, show your expertise 
within incentive travel by becoming a Certified Incentive 
Specialist (CIS). 


SITE Young Leaders 
A program designed to engage, equip and unite young 
professionals building their career in incentive travel. SITE 
Canada is proud to offer education, networking and career 
growth through our mentorship program and scholarships. 
Local and global events are a part of this program.
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by John Crowe, Metracon Travel Group, Inc. 


As a lucky recipient of a scholarship from SITE Canada, I 
was able to attend the SITE Global Forum held in Rome this 
past January. The conference was outstanding and this 
year’s collaboration with MPI was a huge success with both 
organizations curating and offering amazing education 
content. After confirming my attendance to the conference, I 
was then invited to attend an education FAM to Milan with 
Marcella Zuniga with Dorchester Collection Hotels. 
Dorchester’s hotels are 100% incentive quality and both 
Hotel Eden in Rome and Hotel Principe di Savoia in Milan are 
city classics offering modern amenities while maintaining 
their historic design and traditional services. 


I immediately noticed the vast differences between the two 
cities. Milan is modernized, cosmopolitan and famous for its 
fashion and design scene. Rome of course is an open-air 
museum, packed with historic monuments, cobblestone 
streets, and The Vatican. Incentive travel instincts told me 
immediately these cities would be perfect for a combination 
program, offering up completely different experiences for 
participants. The high-speed train is a perfect means of 
transport between these two cities with a travelling time of 
just under three hours. 


Rome and Milan:

Two very different incentive destinations


WHEN IN ROME  
Stay  
Hotel Eden, Dorchester Collection  

dorchestercollection.com/en/rome/hotel-eden/ 


Eat  
Taverna Trilussa – located in the popular Trasteverel area, 
this restaurant will appeal to a wide range of attendees  
tavernatrilussa.it 


Ristorante Da Sabatino – known for their extensive wine 
collection and cellar, this restaurant can accommodate up to 
200 guests including their outdoor space  dasabatino.it/ 


Ristorante Piccolo Abruzzo – perfect for small groups, this 
family run restaurant will make you feel right at home with 
authentic family style Italian food  piccoloabruzzo.it 


Fun Stuff  
Vintage Vespa Tour – a throwback tour to 1953 and the 
classic film Roman Holiday. Check out the Coliseum, Roman 
Forum and St Peters Square via Vespa  

rome500exp.com/service/vespa-vintage-tour 


Cooking Class and Dinner on Tiber Island – cook your own 
dinner after shopping at the local market on Tiber Island – an 
iconic tourist destination in its own right. 

fabiolouscookingday.com 


Private Functions at the Sistine Chapel – no décor required. 
This world-famous building can now be rented for private 
functions – not for the budget minded group! 
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MILAN 
Stay  
Hotel Principe di Savoia  

dorchestercollection.com/en/milan/hotel-principe-di-savoia/ 


Eat  
Peck – the famous food emporium – tour the store of 
cheese, olive oils, cheese and cured meats while 
incorporating a wine tasting. Don’t miss out on utilizing the 
private dining space   peck.it/en 


Supper at the Sawmill – excellent food and truly amazing  
privatization opportunities in a renovated sawmill – 
recommended by Michelin star chefs including Massimo 
Bottura   carloecamillainsegheria.it/ 


Fun Stuff  
Teatro alla Scala – Milan’s famous opera house – organize a 
private behind the scenes tour of the facility and see why 
traditional costume design and handmade sets hold their 
own over time   teatroallascala.org/en/index.html 


Brera District – the capital of fashion, style and design – tour 
the many studios or better yet create your own private 
function in truly stylish space   breradesigndistrict.it 


The Last Supper – This is a must do while in Milan. Leonardo 
Da Vinci’s tour de force  

milan-museum.com/leonardo-last-supper-guide-book.php 
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by Rebecca Alexander, Meetings & Conventions 

Prince Edward Island 


In January, I was privileged to share time with over 500 
meetings, events and incentive professionals from around 
the world. For the first time, The Society for Travel Excellence 
(SITE) and Meeting Professionals International (MPI) 
partnered to gather the best and brightest from both the 
meetings and the incentive travel industries. 


There were many nuggets presented during education 
sessions by a palaeontologist, strategists, brand specialists 
and industry experts. Each motivated me in the pursuit of 
excellence and how to apply it in my daily work. By 
personally connecting with thought leaders from inside and 
outside of our industry, I observed that we have common 
goals and face similar issues. Understanding the needs of 
who we serve (planners or end users) and effectively 
communicating this to our delivery partners, makes us 
stronger and more effective. By understanding our 
community and the commonality in our needs, it makes us 
better able to come up with effective solutions. 


The most poignant (and repeated) concept was how to take 
best practices and inspiration from other industries and 
apply them to what we do. How can the historic Medici 
Family or Da Vinci possibly relate to us? Well, they too had 
commitment, honing their skills with a vision of celebrating 
human achievement. I believe the motivation is the same for 
professionals focused on the importance of physically 
gathering to celebrate with like-minded people. Creative 
thinking and confidence is what drove all of these people to 
create wonders and innovations. 

Learning from Others

An authentic understanding and motivation enables us to 
come up with original and effective solutions, a reward worth 
achieving. 


Frans Johansson proposed that understanding the rules but 
being prepared to break them is what is needed to stand out. 
Creating teams with diverse skills and backgrounds provides 
an environment for innovation. Each offers a different 
perspective and approach to problem solving. Through 
collaboration and diverse perspectives, Johansson believes 
teams can be far more innovative. 


Within the larger themes there were practical learnings too 
numerous to mention. One great piece of advice I learned 
from another attendee was, “Be honest about the situation, 
repair if possible, apologize sincerely and move on.” 


We are all in the business of making other people feel and 
look good. By being open to recognising examples of 
excellence (wherever they come from) we can draw from the 
vast pool of exceptional examples. Always be aware and 
open to new ideas so we can continue to grow and do what 
we do better. 
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Speaker Frans Johansson at SITE + MPI Global Forum



Of self-esteem  
I like to refer to this one as “the social need on steroids” 
because it’s not just about belonging (as is the previous 
need); oh no, this is about belonging to The Best, feeling 
great about it and knowing that others think you’re pretty 
great, too. 


For super high achievers, the need for status recognition 
doesn’t stop there. These folks are driven to continually raise 
their performance, to be known as The Best of the Best (or 
BoB for short). 


Programs that are carefully crafted into motivational tiers – 
with each tier ratcheting up the level of recognition and 
reward – keep things fresh and exciting for your BoBs. Their 
engagement and high level of motivation lasts throughout the 
length of the contest, maximizing results. 


Of self-actualization  

This is the highest and most complex of our needs, and can 
only be realized once all the others have been checked off 
our lists. According to Maslow, self-actualized people 
typically enjoy solving real-world problems and are driven to 
help others improve their own lives. 


For many years incentive travel programs were, quite frankly, 
more inward looking. But with the introduction of corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) – for companies to do good for 
others – our need for self-actualization has been realized. 


Whether you want to help communities rebuild after suffering 
natural disasters like Hurricane Irma, build schools in remote 
villages or contribute materials for a local literacy initiative, 
you and your team are giving your time and expertise for the 
betterment of others. The feeling of satisfaction is priceless, 
and it lasts a lifetime. 


An incentive plan’s success is often measured by its ability to 
change behaviours. I believe, however, that if Abraham 
Maslow (1908 – 1970) was alive today, he’d argue that we 
aren’t changing behaviour, we are enabling innate human 
needs to take their natural course. We’d be honoured to 
show you how you can get the best out of your BoBs. Give 
us a call or send us an email today to discuss. 

Reprinted from SITE’s Motivate.  
Click logo for more great articles > 
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by Terry Manion, Meridican Incentive Consultant and a SITE 
Foundation Trustee 

Do you remember sitting in a classroom, half listening while 
your teacher droned on about Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs? 
At the time it may not have seemed relevant to your life, but 
I’d like to suggest that when it comes to incentive travel, 
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs is bang on. 


In a nutshell, the late psychologist, Abraham Maslow, had a 
theory determined that we humans have five innate levels of 
need. As each need is satisfied – in priority, beginning with 
the most basic need – we will be motivated to achieve the 
next need and so on, until we reach the fifth and final one. 


You’ve probably seen Maslow’s Hierarchy presented in a 
pyramid cut into five colour-coded sections: beginning with 
the physiological (food, water, shelter), then safety (health, 
employment, social stability), love and belonging (family, 
friendship, intimacy), self-esteem (achievements, earning 
respect of others), and at the pinnacle is self-actualization 
(purpose, inner potential, acceptance). 


Done right, incentive travel is a powerful tool that, on a deep 
and lasting psychological level, motives us to try harder and 
reach higher. Businesses can harness its power to drive their 
employees, salesforce, dealers, brokers and others to be and 
to do their best. Let me prove it to you, beginning with 
Maslow’s third need. 


Of love and belonging  
All of us want to feel part of something. A well-structured 
incentive program, with the reward of select membership to 
something special, fits hand in glove with our human desire 
to belong. 


Let’s consider the names of many of the incentive programs 
we see in the marketplace: President’s Club, Circle of 
Excellence, Achievers Club, Chairman’s Council – each 
suggests an exclusive membership of some kind, a need to 
qualify. Since we were kids, we wanted to be included, we 
wanted to belong to something important, something cool. 


Consider, also, the feelings of affection and camaraderie that 
come when you share trip-of-a-lifetime experiences with 
travel companions – all of whom achieved the same club 
status. 


Here’s the Downlow on Maslow
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Volunteering is essential to the growth of our SITE Canada 
chapter and the advancement of the incentive travel industry 
here in Canada and globally. We are so fortunate to have 
many individuals who step up and go above and beyond to 
provide leadership, commitment and passion to our SITE 
community. 


Each year, we ask our membership to nominate individuals 
who deserve to be recognized for their efforts. Our 2017 
award recipient has been instrumental to the life of our 
chapter. As a dedicated volunteer behind the scenes for 
many years, Debbie Cotton-Burinski, Cantrav Services Inc. 
has been an active member of the SITE Social Committee, 
providing her local expertise, connections and design know-
how to this important event. Debbie and her team have also 
helped with the winter social and sponsored Education Day. 
President-elect Gabrielle Spanton shared, “Debbie’s fresh 
approach and willingness to bring forth new ideas played a 
large part in her being awarded Volunteer of the Year.” One of 
the best things about Debbie is that she shares her love of 
the industry with all those around her. 


“I want to be a good role model and mentor for our 

industry. Volunteering allows me to gain further 

insight and provides me with new experiences. 

Through SITE I am able to grow my network and 

work with esteemed industry professionals.” 


At SITE Canada’s Annual General Meeting last month, 
Debbie was awarded with the SITE Canada 2017 Volunteer 
Champion Award. Congratulations Debbie! 

2017 Volunteer Champion Award

Debbie Cotton-Burinski, Cantrav Services Inc. with her Volunteer 
Champion Award, presented by SITE Canada president, Diane 

Alexander (left), and immediate past president, John Crowe (right). 


Photo: The Image Commission

Volunteering is the BEST way to get to know 

your industry colleagues and help build


the incentive community in Canada. 


Interested in getting involved?

PLEASE CONTACT: 
Melanie Cook, 
MGM Resorts International 
SITE Director of Membership 
T: (604) 770-3950 
E: melanie.cook@mgmresorts.com 

2018 Strategic Sponsors
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2017 President’s Award

Jason Boyer, Fletcher Wright Associates Inc. receiving the 
President’s Award from SITE Canada president, Diane Alexander 

at SITE Canada’s Annual General Meeting. 


Photo: The Image Commission

SITE Canada president Diane Alexander spoke of her 
challenges with assuming the role of chapter leader a year 
earlier than intended. “There are so many details to this role 
that you don’t really know about until you’re in it and Jason 
was my anchor throughout the year, helping me navigate the 
unknowns and providing guidance and historical context for 
many different situations our board was managing. He has a 
fantastic sense of humour and was able to provide levity 
when it was most needed and help us stay grounded when 
our aspirations went in directions that might not have served 
our members best. He does it all with diplomacy and tact 
and just the right amount of silly.” 

Fletcher Wright Associates Inc. services our chapter with 
administrative management. They are an integral part of our 
chapter’s success, and Jason has been our main 
representative for many years. He manages all of the little 
details that we don’t have time for, which can be a thankless 
job! And he provides the industry know-how with many years 
of experience in association management so that we learn 
from our past, and keep driving our chapter forward with 
excellence. Diane summed it up well as she handed the 
award to Jason, “I hope that this award helps you know just 
how valuable you are to our team on the board and how 
much I have appreciated everything you’ve done over the 
past year.” 

Congratulations Jason and from all of the membership at 
SITE Canada, thank you! 


Each year, the out-going President has the opportunity to 
present the President’s Award to an individual they feel 
provided excellent service to our SITE Canada chapter in 
their governing year. This year, the award was given to Jason 
Boyer from Fletcher Wright Associates, for his outstanding 
support of our chapter and ongoing commitment to SITE 
Canada’s volunteer board and committees. 


SITE	Canada	presents	

Reception	&	Private	Guided	Tour	
at	the	

Art	Gallery	of	Ontario	

April	18,	2018	
5:30	-	8:00	pm	

Register	at	
sitecanada.org

“I hope that this award helps you know just how valuable 

you are to our team on the board and how much I have 

appreciated everything you’ve done over the past year.”
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Get to Know our SITE Ireland Friends

SITE Canada is excited to announce that it has entered 
into a sibling agreement with SITE Ireland for 2018 and 
2019. This is a perfect pairing of two dynamic chapters 
sharing best practices and thought leadership.


Diane Alexander, president SITE Canada and Michael 
Dalton, president SITE Ireland have created an initial 
plan for joint meetings and activities over the course of 
the next 24 months.


Those of you who attended the SITE Canada AGM 
heard from Michael Dalton when he took to the stage to 
introduce his SITE Ireland board members and share 
information regarding their activities and initiatives.


This collaboration will see opportunities to learn and 
exchange knowledge between both chapters such as a 
dedicated webinar for SITE Ireland members on how to 
sell to the Canadian Incentive Market and a speaker 
from SITE Ireland at the upcoming SITE Canada Halifax  
event to discuss maximizing membership value in a 
supplier heavy destination. 


The sister chapters recently had a joint board call and 
the results were fantastic with immediate learnings and 
tips for both chapters. Michael Dalton says, “As a 
chapter we are already reaping the rewards of this 
incredible partnership. We are inspired by the word of 
SITE Canada and delighted that we too can provide 
unique insights, learnings and opportunities for SITE 
Canada as well.”


Photography by Roger Kenny
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SITE Canada Photo Album
Make sure to share your photos posing with SITE friends using #SITEUnite 
 Holiday Social 2017

Thank you to our event sponsors: 


Shangri-La Hotel Toronto 


Eco Destination Management 
Services of Aruba & Curaçao 


Peller Estates Winery


Thank you to our event sponsors: 


Omni The King Edward Toronto


Freeman Audio Visual Canada


Fletcher Wright Associates Inc.


Annual General Meeting 2018

Majority of photos courtesy of SITE Canada Strategic 
Partner The Image Commission 


For more event 
photos, visit our 
online gallery!  
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Be sure to extend a warm welcome to our new 
members of SITE Canada at upcoming events! 


Ashlee Posner                 

The Perfume & Cologne Bar by Aromachology


Iwan Beynon                    

Fairmont Southampton, Bermuda


Mark Overton-Paszek      

Fairmont Empress


Stephanie Rapko              

Reach Global Marketing Ltd.


Margarida Soares            

Scotia Bank


Wendy  Gamble                

Aga Khan Museum


Pam Gill                            

Pacific Gateway Hotel Vancouver Airport


Lina Thompson                

Fairmont Hotels, Western Mountain Region


NEW MEMBERS

We are planning a special challenge on Instagram 

starting in the month of April and we invite you to 

join the fun! 

We all are on the hunt for those special, one-of-a-kind 
experiences. So lets get sharing! 


Join us for our first Instagram challenge of 2018 - sharing 

incentive-worthy experiences that will inspire, educate and 
engage other SITE members. Instagram is the perfect 
platform to do this and it is very easy to do. 


Starting in April, we want you to find a photo, or two, or 
three, that showcase the best our home and native land has 
to offer incentive groups. Tag your photos with the hashtag 

#SITELocalPride and #SITECanada.  


Consider moments from:


• a remarkable site visit 

• an extraordinary program 

• an unexpected group experience

• a once-in-a-life time moment

• a luxurious retreat 


Anything that showcases what you can do with a group in 
Canada. Not on Instagram? No problem! Submit your photos 
to our social media expert and she’ll share on SITE Canada’s 
Instagram feed: 


Maureen Peets at Smash House    
smash@smashhousedesign.com


We will feature a number of submissions in the next 
SITElines!


April Instagram Challenge

SITElines is expanding to become a more robust 

resource for all our members. Need to tell your story? 

Consider purchasing an affordable ad spot in the next 

issue. New in 2018, you also have the option of an 

advertorial spot, sharing your destination, property or 

group service in an editorial-style format. 


Contact melaya@ignitemag.ca for more information!


Tell your story in SITElines

#SITELocalPride  
#SITECanada
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